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NORTH KINGSTOWN HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
November 19, 2018
The North Kingstown Historic District Commission convened in the Municipal Offices Court
Room, 100 Fairway Dr., North Kingstown, RI
The following members were present:
Wayne Trissler (Alternate)
Gail Hallock Cyr
James Shriner
Stacey Elliott
Sarah Goldberger
Andrew Correia
Shaun Lacey, AICP, Principal Planner, was present as staff liaison.
Mr. Shriner welcomed all to the November 19, 2018 Historic District Commission Meeting.
Alterations/Minor Modifications application: Application of Mary Ann O'Halloran, 158
Main Street, North Kingstown, RI 02852 to replace an existing window on the rear of a
single-family residential house located at 158 Main Street, AP 117 Lot 129, zoned Village
Residential Historic (VRH).
Ms. Mary Ann O’Halloran came forward and was sworn in.
She told the Commission she proposes to remove an existing six over four double-hung window
and replace it with a new, all wood construction 12 over 12 double-hung window. The new
window and wood trim would match the existing 12 over 12 double-hung windows and trim
found throughout the house. Since the window would include single-pane glass, a new storm
window would be applied over the exterior to match other storm windows found throughout the
house.
Mr. Shriner asked if any Board members have any comments?
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Ms. Cyr said it sounds good.
Mr. Trissler said he knows Heritage Restoration (the contractor); they do very good work.
Mr. Shriner called for a motion to open the meeting to public comment.
Mr. Correia moved.
With no public comment, Mr. Shriner moved to close public comment. Mr. Correia seconded.
All voted aye.
Mr. Shriner entertained a motion.
Mr. Correia moved that the Commission accept the application as presented. The materials
presented are in keeping, actually a historic reproduction rather than an actual replacement unit.
Historic and new replacement wavy glass to match. It is in keeping with the rest of the house,
again constructed of the appropriate materials.
Mr. Trissler seconded. All voted aye. The motion carried.
Mr. Shriner noted that Ms. Cyr has entered the meeting.
Conceptual Conference application: Application of Ron and Fran Shaver, 333 West
Avenue, #2, Darien, CT 06820 for a two-story addition onto an existing single-family
residential house located at 125 West Main Street, AP 118 Lot 18, zoned Village Residential
Historic (VRH).
Ms. Cyr recused herself from this application item; she is the project architect.
She was sworn in and presented the proposal.
She said the project proposes to construct a two-car garage, a cabana and a master suite. The
addition is located on the east side of the property and is set back approximately 10 feet from the
southeast corner of the house. The master suite is located above the garage and cabana on the
second floor. The addition uses a gambrel-styled roof to complement the roof form of the
existing building. Other design elements include dormers, rectangular windows, carriage-styled
garage doors and a hipped roof over a second-story balcony facing the rear yard. Barn-styled
doors are applied to the cabana to access the rear yard. The project also includes a new front
porch that extends 10 feet in front of the house. The porch uses rounded posts and a railing like
other porches found throughout the neighborhood. Building materials include composition roof
shingles, clapboard siding, and natural wood fascia, posts and railings.
By code, the side yard setback requirement for permanent structures on the property is 15 feet.
Since the project encroaches into the side yard setbacks, dimensional variances from the Zoning
Board of Review are required.
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She said the Shaver’s bought the carriage house 125 West Main St. The house has a lovely
characteristic curving roof and a lovely cut Gable on the front; it is sort of mid-Victorian carriage
house look. This is a vacation house, possibly eventually a permanent house. They have two
downstairs bedrooms that are small and are inadequate to become a true master bedroom, they
also don't have a garage although this was a carriage house, it turned into an actual house. The
Shavers would like to put in a garage addition on that has a second floor, which will be a master
bedroom suite. A pool is planned for the backyard, and they'd like to have a cabana, which is
part of this addition. There is an existing second story that is an apartment, but they're not using
it as an apartment per se, their daughters living there while they're away in Connecticut. The rear
of this house has a 70s style addition that's not very sensitively done, which they're keeping; the
plan is to work with that. The second floor of the existing house is, has got very low ceilings; the
plan is to keep the same feeling of this sloping low ceiling with the dormer but making it large
enough to put the master bedroom on the second floor. One other thing that the Shaver’s would
like to do is put a front porch along the front of the house to soften the look of the old carriage
house and turn it more into a residential property. They have a beautiful long front yard, and
they'd like to sit out in the front as well. Basically, the plan is to take the existing square, which
is really the carriage house and put adding a garage to the existing 70s addition; that will be set
back from the front of the house to mitigate or minimize the profile of a new addition. A back
entry to the garage, which has a little curved roof, which is sort of repeat the curved roof that is
existing on the on the original Carriage House. The idea of the whole plan is that it will replicate
the original details. Carriage House type doors that will be going in there to mimic what a
carriage house door might have been in this period. The plan repeats he shed dormers across the
front to keep that original pent cut roof dormer separate and special to the rest of the entire
addition. The front of the house has this porch with turns columns and railings to be reminiscent
of those Victorian porches from the period. The back of the house has the garage where the
cabana is has the master bedroom addition off the back of that; we did take that theme of the cut
gable and put that on the back of the house. The cabana will be closed by sliding carriage or
barn type doors. She said that a lot if this addition starts about 100 feet back from the street
view. The actual Carriage House has a gambrel roof which has that little kick out which just is so
charming will be repeated along the entire addition; that gambrel roof feel will remain along the
front of the addition. The back of the addition ended up as a saltbox roof due to the need to keep
the roof line low and enclose what they wanted to enclose on the first floor. The saltbox rood
gives the opportunity to have the rear clip gable dormer with a balcony overlooking the pool.
Ms. Cyr said from the Waxman side of the house this low roof will cover up the 70s addition that
goes along the back. One additional thing that the Shavers would like to do is on the existing
second floor of this apartment; the bedrooms are very small and the ceilings are steeply sloped,
the plan is to make at least one of those bedrooms larger by creating a dormer that is enlarged
slightly on each side of the shed roof, it still leaves the main dormer as the focus and steps back
to minimize the look. This will respond to the fact that there were originally a triple set of shed
roof dormers along the back and to minimize the look as well. She asked Commission members
if they had any questions, comments.
Mr. Trissler said one thing is that the porch never existed, but most Victorian porches are flat
(low hip) rather than sloped, it seems to him to be a little more appropriate. He added that he
supposes the roof might get in the way of the dormer.
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Ms. Cyr said she made it that way because of the slope that curves at the bottom of the roof; she
didn’t feel a hip would fight with first the clipped gable and wouldn't honor that curve.
Mr. Correia said the originally the house was built as a carriage house for the house next to it
which is a Greek Revival. One thing he loves about the house now is that it still looks like a
carriage house. It looks like the properties have not changed. He does think it’s way too large a
profile. Too much is going on to the front visual, especially the porch because it no longer looks
like a carriage house. The garage is basically the same size of a house built right next to it. He
thinks it should be back to the drawing board and maybe look into utilizing their backyard for an
addition.
Mr. Shriner said he was going to suggest the same. Two comments he would like to make is the
same thing. Mr. Correia said – the mass - is there a way to turn it around into the back of the
yard. He said his second suggestion is that he likes the curved roof and he does like the porch
because there is a big front yard; and, it's not a carriage house anymore; but he personally sees
this as a golden opportunity to get rid of that awful dormer in the front. It would look more
congueros. He said his take would be to get rid of that dormer and make that another shed
dormer. If the addition can't be moved into the back, the mass must be scaled back. He asked
how much headroom they would be building into the master suite on the second floor, that’s
where some of the height is coming from.
Ms. Cyr answered that the garage is responding to the first floor; the height could come lower by
lowering the second floor - it doesn't connect into the apartment. She also begged to differ to
Mr. Shriner’s thought that the front dormer should go – it is a character defining feature.
Mr. Shriner said it just looks wonky with porch. Before it looked more like a carriage house,
after you put the porch on the squared dormer becomes more prominent.
Ms. Cyr said although the owners have enough property to swing the addition to the back, they
want to put in a pool.
Mr. Trissler suggested if the roof down from the porch was lowered and made hip roof and
divided it from the corners of the main building it would define the dormer and turnout flipped;
that would accentuate that more, rather than blending it into the porch.
Ms. Cyr said the depth of the porch gets quite low.
Mr. Shriner asked if Ms. Cyr knew the distance from the back of the house with the back of the
line.
Ms. Cyr said about 107’.
Mr. Shriner said that he understands the Shaver’s wanting to put a pool in, but there seems to be
still plenty of room back there. He understands they'd like to maximize the back, but on the other
hand, the garage is too much mass, effectively doubling the size of the house. It would be more
suitable to see if there is a way to go straight back as opposed to tacking it on to the side.
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Mr. Correia agreed.
Ms. Cyr said then you block all the view in the back putting in a garage. The turn-around for a
back driveway would be very small; you would need build the addition smack along the middle
back of the house, blocking their view of the backyard.
Mr. Shriner said he didn’t say it was going to be easy.
Mr. Correia added the Shaver’s bought a very distinctive home. This is the historic district, and
this is an unreasonable request.
Mr. Shriner asked what the heritage on this house is.
Mr. Lacey answered 1880’s.
Mr. Correia added it was turn of the century Greek Revival carriage house. The Cranston family
lived there for many years.
Ms. Cyr asked how the Commission would feel if the cabana was removed from the plan.
Mr. Shriner said his take would be if they moved the whole garage structure back further off the
street or lowered it a bit just so the roof line isn't effectively the same as the existing roof line –
that would be better. He said he does know what Ms. Cyr is saying about putting the addition at
the back; it narrow lot.
Mr. Shriner said perhaps the cabana solution would be better; make the garage smaller, lower
and move it back. A separate cabana could come off on the other side of the house.
Ms. Cyr said she could see a separate cabana.
Mr. Correia asked about having the master suite above the apartment rather than constructing
this massive structure.
Ms. Cyr said the apartment has very low ceilings. The Shaver’s don't want to move the master
bedroom up there.
Mr. Shriner agreed; there is a very compromised second floor in the existing house. A good
suggestion is looking at a separate cabana next to the pool, shrinking the size of the garage,
lower it a bit so that the roofline is effectively straight across with the existing, and push it back 8
or 10 feet. The house remains the focal point as opposed to the garage. There is a busy front
right now, by pushing it back, you lose some of that.
Ms. Cyr said she had tried to keep the carriage house look by putting in the carriage house doors.
Mr. Shriner agreed the carriage doors are great.
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Ms. Cyr asked for the Commission’s take on perhaps making the porch addition smaller – not
running along the entire front of the house.
Mr. Trissler, Ms. Goldberger, Mr. Correia and Mr. Shriner all agreed that would look nice. Yeah,
Mr. Shriner said the Shaver’s want the big porch, but the reality is, they're going to be living in
the backyard.
Ms. Cyr said she believes the porch could also be shallower.
With no more comment, Ms. Cyr thanked the Commission for their input.
Mr. Shriner moved to open the meeting to public comment.
With none, he moved to close the meeting to public comment. Ms. Goldberger seconded. All
voted aye.
Mr. Lacey said that the Commission should get a motion to continue.
Mr. Shriner moved to continue to application to the next submission by the applicant.
Mr. Correia seconded.
Ms. Cyr did say that due to the historic designation of the house, the historic waiver through
FEMA and Zoning Board of Review that will allow the work to be done without raising the
house.
Mr. Lacey said to that point, it is suggested, if it's believed that the project extends over that that
50% threshold for building code standards, it would then qualify as a substantial improvement
thereby triggering the regulation that the structure must be raised out of the flood zone. The
Commission could upon approval of the project, make a second motion to basically make a
statement saying that by raising the structure out of the out of the floodplain, the historic
integrity of that structure is compromised. That that would become the basis for a waiver
through the Building Code Board of Appeals. This Commission’s approval and recommendation
would be what the Building Code Board of Appeals would use as a basis in deciding on the
proposal. Mr. Lacey recommended that the Commission, when this project is approved – a
separate motion be made to accommodate this.
Ms. Cyr said that this project will go over the 50%; she would like to start that process as soon as
possible. The Shaver’s will want to get started on some of the project sooner rather than wait for
another Board of Commission process.
Mr. Lacey said to that point the need to have a final product in front of the Commission to look
at; if the plans are approved, there is a consensus on making a motion stating that meeting of
flood code standards applied to other non-historic properties, the integrity of this historic
property will be compromised.
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With that said, Mr. Shriner said there is a motion made and seconded to continue this
application; can we have a vote.
All voted aye.
Signage application: Application of Radiance Yoga, c/o Elizabeth Richmond, 1 West Main
Street, North Kingstown, RI 02852 to install a new sign on the front of a mixed-use
building located at 1 West Main Street, AP 117 Lot 156, zoned Wickford Village Center
(WVC).
Mr. Elliot Richmond and Ms. Elizabeth Richmond came forward and was sworn in. They are
the owner(s) of Radiance Yoga located at 1 West Main Street. They would like to apply to
install a new sign on the front of the building. The proposed sign is approximately 12 square feet
in area, one and a half inches thick, and rectangular in shape. The sign will be all wood and
hand-carved to match other signs currently applied to the face of the building. The sign will be
centered over the storefront and affixed to an existing eye hook located above the storefront.
The color of this I will be a white background with orange lettering, and then the center logo will
be blue with gold-leafed relief. iI will be hung approximately 12 feet off the ground in a very
similar fashion to the four businesses adjacent to it. It’s designed to be sort of in in keeping with
the existing character of the of the village
Mr. Shriner said okay, let's go through this one quick. Any other comment?
Mr. Correia commented that this is one of the best sign applications the Commission has ever
had.
Mr. Correia motioned to open the floor to the public.
Mr. Shriner seconded.
With no public comment, Mr. Correia moved to close the floor to public comment.
Mr. Shriner seconded. All voted aye. Public comment was closed.
Mr. Shriner then moved to accept the application as presented.
Ms. Richmond had a question, because they do plan to open in a week we're wondering if they
painted logo in the middle of design would suffice for the time being until the car going is
finished.
Mr. Correia asked if he was talking temporarily?
Mr. Shriner answered yes, that is fine.
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Mr. Correia then moved that the Commission approve the application as presented. The signing
is going to be crafted of solid African mahogany. It is in keeping more than just about any other
sign application the Commission has received for here in the village.
Mr. Shriner seconded. All voted aye. The motion carried.
Alterations/Minor Modifications application: Application of Andrew Sweet, 10 Reservoir
Road, Smithfield, RI 02917 to replace six windows on a single-family residential house
located at 126 West Main Street, AP 116 Lot 18, zoned Village Residential Historic (VRH).
Mr. Mike Bedard and Mr. Kevin Smith came forward and were sworn in. They said the property
owner(s) of 126 West Main Street want to replace six windows throughout the existing house.
The project proposes to replace six windows located on the second floor. Five of the replacement
windows are designed in a six over six grid pattern and double-hung. The sixth window is
proposed to be a non-grid patterned casement window to replace the existing casement window.
All windows consist of a composite (Fibrex) material. The existing storm windows would be
removed permanently. All windows are manufactured by Anderson.
Ms. Cyr said she is sure that Mr. Bedard and Mr. Smith heard that the Commission prefer and
have never approved anything that is not wood.
Mr. Shriner added, nor do we approve replacement windows as opposed to new construction.
Mr. Smith said that is understandable. On that same note, it was his understanding that the
biggest focus was on the front half of the house. In the past there has been an approval for a
replacement window on the front of this home.
Mr. Shriner said that was not approved, unless Mr. Lacey, are you aware of anything different.
Mr. Lacey responded no, but he could investigate records.
Mr. Bedard said there was approval for windows on the second and third floors. He handed
paperwork he had on the approval.
Ms. Cyr asked when that was approved.
Mr. Bedard said he believed it was in the area of 2009. There are many types and styles of
windows in the house now.
After quickly looking at the paperwork, Mr. Lacey said it looked like Trimline clad wood
window specifications.
Mr. Shriner noted, so Trimlines were approved.
Mr. Lacey said it appears they were in September 2009.
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Mr. Shriner asked what model Trimlines?
Mr. Lacey said it doesn't state in this. The spec sheet was a Pella window.
Mr. Correia said the Commission has historically approved Pella wood.
Mr. Smith asked as a wooden clad?
Mr. Shriner answered these are casement windows not double hung,
Mr. Smith said just one of the windows in the back is proposed casement. That will replace a
casement window.
Mr. Bedard asked what it is the Commission has a problem with an Anderson window.
Mr. Trissler responded that first of all it’s not made of wood; number two, it's a window inside of
a window it’s a separate unit that goes inside of the existing unit as opposed to being separate
sash that then rides in the original and or full replaced window. A replacement window unit
changes the size of the glass as well.
Mr. Shriner added the trim also changes, it basically for the most part destroys the look of the
windows. what happens is you have your existing sidelines then you put the window inside the
existing frame and now you've got another narrower frame to it.
Mr. Trissler asked if Anderson has sash kits with liners and separate sash that just go inside and
don't disturb anything and don't change the size.
Mr. Smith answered they do not; we offer a full frame to solve the issues of replacement inside
the system.
Mr. Shriner said his take is that the sins of the past don’t dictate what our decisions are. Just to
step back we as a Board and certainly before this existing Board obviously not going back nine
years and again this is totally different from what you're applying here these this is for a single
casement window on the third floor as opposed to several very prominent windows on the front
of the house throughout the first and second floor. This is a completely not applicable to what
you're applying to here. A clad casement window on a third floor in the back of the house is
very different from all new windows on the first and second floors in the front of the house.
Mr. Smith said excuse me just one second, the 2009 approval was for the front window on the
third story and three front windows on the second story.
Ms. Cyr asked Mr. Lacey if there is a statute of limitations.
Mr. Lacey said approvals are good for one year, that assumes that they've been installed. After
that one year an extension could be granted if that is requested, if nothing comes in than that
approval is void.
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Mr. Bedard asked if the Board’s concern just the three proposed windows in the front.
Mr. Shriner said the Board’s concern is with is with replacement windows period. This
Commission has been extremely consistent, and he is surprised the applicant wasn’t appraised of
this when the application was submitted. Replacement windows significantly impact the look
and appearance of the windows. It is well outside the guidelines, this is not an arbitrary thing the
Commission does. If the applicant looks at the Guidelines by which this Commission interprets
these applications, replacement windows are not consistent with those Guidelines; and again, it is
a precedent that this Commission has been rigorous in not setting by allowing replacement
windows as opposed to new construction windows. There have been cases where there’s a wind
and velocity zone where the Commission has allowed clad new construction windows.
Replacement windows significantly impact the look of the house.
Mr. Smith said Anderson does offer a full frame or what is considered a new construction option
which would eliminate glass loss, which is one big concern, and that new construction window
would be specified as that as far as styles and options go, exactly what is there with inside and
outside trim to replicate what's there. It wouldn't be essentially a frame in a frame, it would be a
whole new replacement window.
Mr. Shriner said so you take everything out of the old window and put it into the rough opening
that's there, that's a new construction window. From the Commission’s perspective, that's a
replacement window in the historic districts because you're correct that doesn't impact the glass
size, the size of the thickness of the frames, etc.
Mr. Shriner said that would be a viable option.
Mr. Bedard asked on all six windows, correct?
Mr. Correia replied yes.
Mr. Shriner said there was plans for one casement window on the back of the house.
Mr. Smith said it's a double casement one single unit on the back-facing side of the house.
Mr. Shriner asked what the windows are made from now that you want to replace.
Mr. Smith and Mr. Bedard both said wood.
Mr. Smith said all three on the front have no bottom sash so it's just a storm window; it’s a top
sash that's wooden, it's painted shut so it doesn't move and there's no bottom sash.
Mr. Bedard said the Anderson casement in the rear is from approximately 1980s.
Mr. Christopher Geuss, the property owner spoke up. He said he had thought to put windows
many years ago on the front and so when I didn't take the top windows and then the bottom ones
were left in the basement, they were ruined
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Mr. Shriner said that is what the Commission is looking for in replacement windows particularly
in a prominent location on the front of the house.
Mr. Bedard said okay, basically so new construction.
Ms. Cyr added all wood.
Mr. Shriner said right all wood new construction windows. The reason the Commission is very
consistent with all wood and it's the same thing with trim, is with Azec and other kinds of stuff
like that is that part of the village is the texture and the patina. You don't get that with the Azec
or any of those similar products. All of us own property in the village all of us would certainly
have appreciated the opportunity for clad but it's just one of those things we have to deal with
and unfortunately, it's expensive. It’s not that the Commission is doing this as a capricious
arbitrary thing it’s what's the Secretary of the Interior’s Guidelines are and that’s what the
Commission uses, the net retention of natural materials retention of the look and feel of the
replaced components of the house are what the Guidelines are very explicit about.
Mr. Bedard then said so even outside of the fact of a full frame or new construction window, our
window wouldn't meet the specs that Commission.
Ms. Cyr said it must be wood and not clad.
Mr. Bedard asked as far as this meeting is concerned, what is the best option for the homeowner.
Ms. Cyr said the best option would be to request to continue.
Mr. Shriner moved to continue the application.
Ms. Cyr seconded. All voted aye.
Site Improvements application: Application of Richard and Jennifer Bourgeois, 125 Main
Street, North Kingstown, RI 02852 to install a new driveway on a single-family residential
property located at 125 Main Street, AP 117 Lot 245, zoned Village Residential Historic
(VRH).
Ms. Bourgeois came forward and was sworn in. She told the Commission that she would like to
replace the existing pea stone side parking spaces on Bay St. and add an additional 75 square feet
of space immediately to the left to square off with the garage. The parking space will be
approximately 520 square feet laid with Boston City Hall Bricks bordered with cobblestone. A
portion of an existing fence will be removed near the southwest corner of the garage to
accommodate the cobblestone edge.
Ms. Cyr asked if Ms. Bourgeois if she brought a sample of the brick.
Mr. Lacey answered that Ms. Bourgeois had dropped off a sample with him.
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Mr. Shriner said he assumes, as in the picture, they're going to have varying colors, texture, etc.
Ms. Bourgeois answered yes.
Mr. Shriner said the cobblestone sample appears to be a cobblestone.
Mr. Shriner asked Commission members if they had any comments or questions.
Ms. Cyr commented that she thinks it looks like it will be a nice addition to the street; and very
appropriate for the historic character of Wickford. Besides, the Bourgeois; have brick walks
inside the fencing this will continue to look.
Mr. Shriner called for a motion to open the meeting to public comment.
Mr. Correia moved. Ms. Cyr seconded.
Ms. Natalie Coletta asked which house Ms. Bourgeois lived in. Ms. Bourgeois told her.
Mr. Shriner called to close the meeting to public comment.
Mr. Correia moved. Ms. Cyr seconded. All voted aye. The meeting was closed to public
comment.
Mr. Shriner asked for motion on this agenda item.
Ms. Cyr moved that we approve the application as presented. The materials are compatible with
the village and the historic character of the village. There are several other examples of it in the
village, as well as on the same property. The herringbone patter will create a very nice look, as
well as a combination of brick with a cobble border. The proposal is in keeping with the
variation of pavements, we have throughout the village.
Mr. Correia seconded. All voted aye. The motion carried.
Public Comment
Ms. Natalie Coletta asked to speak to the Commission. She said she had a few things that she
wanted to talk to the Commission about. One is that Eliza and her husband Elliot, of the folks
who made the application for the signs wanted to thank the Commission; they had intended to
come but had a wake to go to. She said they are doing a beautiful job; she really waited a long
time to find the right tenants that we could find new dimensions for the village in terms of the
new population stuff.
Ms. Cyr said their sign application got approved, probably in about two minutes.
Ms. Coletta said she is so glad that the Commission not only approved the application obviously
but are sort of drumming up support for them because they're young, they're from Jamestown,
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they're new to our community, and they deserve out support because they're really making a lot
of effort. It's great. So, thank you for that. She said she also wanted to mention, as the
Commission is probably aware that Monday, a week from Monday, the Design Guidelines
Committee, which worked very hard to put together and recommend that this Body be the
enforcement Body. She asked that each of the Commission members come on Monday night to
represent.
Ms. Cyr said she didn't know Ms. Coletta was going to come and give the plug, but she was
going to also encourage the members to be present at the meeting.
Ms. Coletta said it’s a big decision, it's the most important decision because the Committee
labored over this over a year and who is in that position is important to be sure that we bring this
home fully when it comes time to actually received the applications.
Mr. Shriner said if the Committee could get support from every, all the other merchants with one
exception, that would that would be helpful as well. He said he will certainly go, and he will
certainly, if asked to speak step up as well. This Commission does know how to figure this stuff
out and interpret the Guidelines.
Mr. Correia commented that there are two Commission members who operate businesses Town,
(Ms. Cyr and Mr. Correia). The Commission is not just cranky residents, we are business
owners as well as residents. He said he intends to be at the meeting.
Ms. Cyr said it is important that the Historic District Commission show up because that is what
is at stake right now - who is going to administer these guidelines. She said she thinks it's
important that the Commission show their faces and show the Town Council that we are
supportive of this and capable of this.
Ms. Coletta said this should be recognized and celebrated, that we are coming together and doing
something important. She said that's what she is hoping for. Anyway, so we're shooting for.
So that said, Ms. Coletta told the Commission she does have something that I'm upset about that
I wanted to bring to the Commission’s attention; and perhaps the members could just explain this
to her before she expresses her full weight of concern about this. She and her partners own the
Avis Building block and they’ve been working their tails off for two and a half years now. She
said there is more work to do. They’ve really invested a tremendous amount in order to be a
beacon in the community and it was appalling to see these concrete blocks be inserted in the
parking lot across the street.
Mr. Lacey said just so that the Commission knows what Natalie is referring to, over the weekend
the property owner of the Tavern complex started installing these large concrete blocks and so
when he got to work on Monday his inbox was full of unhappy emails. He said he and the
Zoning Enforcement Officer went over there and spoke to the property owner who was told to
stop the work, come into the Planning Offices and submit a Historic District Commission
application. He said he is just trying to figure out what they're trying to do. What's behind the
process, what is the objective here. They will appear before the Commission.
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Mr. Correia said that recently the Commission approved wood fencing for a property; the owner
installed an Azec fence instead. A complaint was made, and the Building Inspector goes out, he
says there's no Azec material there. Mr. Correia said he sent him back. There was Azec material
there. If people in the village don’t speak up, these types of things are not known. First, the
Commission never approves that material ever.
Mr. Shriner added that CRMC is also needed.
Mr. Lacey said the owner had come in earlier today to apply for HDC approval of the project.
Mr. Correia told Ms. Coletta that if there are other residents who are upset at what has happened,
they need to they need to get to the HDC meeting; and, if challenged they need to get to the
Zoning Board of Review (the appeal body), because the ZBR has been known to overturn the
HDC’s decisions.
they will challenge it and if people the residents who are very upset about this don't follow
through the zoning board as overturned.
Ms. Coletta added not only does it threaten the Town economy for those that are investing in
village buildings but it also in a sense damages who we are as a village on so many levels.
Mr. Lacey said gravel is being installed as base rock for the concrete slabs for a retaining wall;
but a retaining wall is a wall which needs HDC approval.
Ms. Coletta said she tries not make assumptions, but she is glad that was the Commission’s
answer because she was prepared to hear “Well, you know, sometimes we have to make
exceptions”. She asked if those blocks could be removed for the next two months?
Mr. Lacey answered they will not be removed, but all work must stop by order of the Building
Official.
Ms. Coletta thanked the Commission.
Informational Items and Announcements
Mr. Lacey then said there are just two other items on the agenda. Ms. Coletta brought up the
Design Guidelines; he did not feel the need to re-iterate that.
Mr. Lacey said the last thing, as a Certified Local Government, the Town has the responsibility
to report back to the State. Unfortunately, the last package item didn't get out to the Commission
digitally or in hard copy – so he wanted to give members a copy of the draft of what the Town
would be submitting to the State. This year in comparison to last year, the numbers of
applications that were seen was down; last year there were 23, this year about 17. Of the 17, two
applications were denied; one which was subsequently appealed and overturned.
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Mr. Lacey told the Commission that there is one open vacancy for the Commission as a result of
Ms. Elliot being voted in as a Town Councilor. He asked Commission members to let him know
if they know of anyone who would be a strong candidate.
Mr. Lacey told Mr. Shriner and Mr. Correia are terming out at the end of this year so you want to
be reappointed, and he hopes that they will, please get renewal applications.
Adjournment
With no further business, Mr. Shriner called for a motion to adjourn.
Mr. Correia moved. Ms. Cyr seconded. All voted aye. The meeting was adjourned at 8:15 PM.

Beth Gagnon-Glasberg
Recording Secretary
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Historic District Commission Agenda Item
Report
Submitted by: Shaun Lacey
Submitting Department: Planning and Development/Zoning
Meeting Date: March 4, 2019

Agenda Action:
Site Improvements: Application of Konstantinos Karampetsos, 16 W Main Street, North Kingstown, RI 02852 to
construct a retaining wall along the north property line of a mixed use property located at 16 W Main Street, AP 117
Lot 195, zoned Wickford Village Center (WVC)
Motion:
Continue, subject to design and material direction

ATTACHMENTS
 HDC site improvements 030419.docx
 Application 012519.pdf
 Photos.pdf
 Site plan.pdf
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Town of North Kingstown, Rhode Island
100 Fairway Drive
North Kingstown, RI 02852-5762
Phone: (401) 294-3331
Fax: (401) 885-7373
Web: www.northkingstown.org

To:

Historic District Commission

From:

Shaun Lacey, AICP, Principal Planner

Date:

March 4, 2019

Subject:

16 West Main Street – Site Improvements request for a retaining wall on a mixed use
property

The property owner(s) of 16 West Main Street has filed an application to construct a retaining wall on the
property. The proposed work was performed without the benefit of Commission review. The application
was filed in response to discussions between town staff and the applicant regarding the types of projects
that require Commission approval. In accordance with Historic District Commission policies and
procedures, retaining walls and other similar improvements are categorized as “site improvements” and
require a Certificate of Appropriateness prior to construction.
The project proposes a retaining wall along the north property boundary. The intent of the scope of work
is to maintain the natural grade between the subject property and the site adjacent to the north. A series
of concrete blocks were installed in alignment at the north property boundary. The proposed height and
exposure of the retaining wall from natural grade has not been determined at this time. The applicant,
upon consent from the property owner to the north, intends to plant vegetation to soften the visual effect
of the retaining wall.
The application details submitted are insufficient to convey the aesthetic effect on the property and its
surroundings in context with the Sec. of the Interior’s Standards. Staff therefore recommends that the
application be continued subject to the following direction:
 The applicant shall provide a cross section of the proposed retaining wall, indicating the height
and exposure of the wall from grade;
 The applicant shall provide a letter of authorization from the property owner to the north
acknowledging the scope of work and planting proposal; and
 The applicant shall submit a planting schedule, including the size and specimen of trees, shrubs
and ground cover.
Alternatively, the Commission may approve or deny the application based on findings of fact.
Attachments:
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1. Historic District Commission application dated January 25, 2019
2. Photographs
3. Site plan
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Historic District Commission Agenda Item
Report
Submitted by: Shaun Lacey
Submitting Department: Planning and Development/Zoning
Meeting Date: March 4, 2019

Agenda Action:
Alterations/Minor Modifications: Application of Christophe Massenet, 41 Main Street, North Kingstown, RI 02852 to
construct two pergolas on the rear of a single-family residential house and to construct a new fence along the east side
of the property located at 41 Main Street, AP 117 Lot 224, zoned Village Residential Historic (VRH)
Motion:
Approve, subject to conditions

ATTACHMENTS
 HDC trellises and fence 030419.docx
 Application 030419.pdf
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Town of North Kingstown, Rhode Island
100 Fairway Drive
North Kingstown, RI 02852-5762
Phone: (401) 294-3331
Fax: (401) 885-7373
Web: www.northkingstown.org

To:

Historic District Commission

From:

Shaun Lacey, AICP, Principal Planner

Date:

March 4, 2019

Subject:

41 Main Street – Alterations/Minor Modifications request to construct a fence and two
trellises on a single-family residential property

The property owner(s) of 41 Main Street has filed an application for a series of improvements on the
subject property. The improvements include a new fence and post along the east property line along with
two trellises attached to the rear of the house. The application and supporting documents are attached
for reference.
The project proposes to construct a new fence and post along the east property line facing Gold Street.
The fence would extend approximately six feet off of the edge of the house. The proposed height is
approximately four feet. The fence material would consist of cedar pickets, posts and rails.
Photographs from the 1930s indicate the presence of trellis structures extending off the rear of the house.
The applicant requests to construct two new trellises in a similar manner to those associated with the
house in the 1930s. The first trellis is proposed to extend off the south-facing wall of the house, covering
approximately 338 square feet of area. Painted steel posts and beams would be used as building materials.
A second trellis, approximately 40 square feet in area, is proposed along the west-facing wall of the house
(see application materials). Materials include painted wood posts and beams. Both trellises will remain
free and clear to allow for vines and other forms of vegetation to grow.
Overall, staff supports the application in that the proposal incorporates high-quality materials and
appropriate design measures that maintain the historic integrity of the structure and its surroundings.
Despite the history associated with the metal trellis, its materiality may be considered too contemporary
in context with today’s review of the Sec. of the Interior’s Standards. Staff therefore recommends
approval of the application, subject to a condition that all natural wood be used in place of the metal
materials.
Attachments:
1. Historic District Commission application dated February 14, 2018
2. Photograph
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3. Site plan (for reference)
4. Renderings
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Historic District Commission Agenda Item
Report
Submitted by: Shaun Lacey
Submitting Department: Planning and Development/Zoning
Meeting Date: March 4, 2019

Agenda Action:
34th Annual Rhode Island Statewide Historic Preservation Conference, April 16, 2019
Motion:
None

ATTACHMENTS
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